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TESTIMONIO  
Adele Plunkett, US Student 2011  
Estudiante de Ph.D. en Astronomía en Yale University.  
Investigación: Using Chile’s Newest Radio Telescope to Study How Stars Form.  
Instituciones an�trionas: Alma Observatory y Universidad de Chile.  

 

Chile is a unique country in many 
regards -- the longest    north -south 
country (with a length of 4300 km, 
but an average width of less than 
200 km), claiming the driest desert 
(the  Atacama), and now home to 
the world's largest astronomical 
project.   During my �rst month in 
Chile, I have travelled a distance of 
about 2000 kilometers, and an ele-
vation of nearly 3000 meters, to 
arrive at the Atacama Large Millime-
t e r / s u b m i l l i m e t e r  A r r a y 
(ALMA).   ALMA is an          observa-
tory comprised of 66 antennas that 
will work as a single telescope on 
the Chajnantor    Plateau at an ele-
vation of 5000 meters, operated from the “Operations 
Support Facility” at 3000   meters     elevation, near 
the town of San Pedro de Atacama.   In addition to so 
many antennas       functioning together, ALMA is im-
pressive for its international partnership of Europe, 
North America and East Asia in cooperation with the 
Republic of Chile.   For eight days this month I lived 
and worked with hundreds of other          astronomers, 
engineers, and sta� from around the world at the ob-

servatory site, some of us making 
observations with the telescope and 
analyzing the data, others continu-
ing to       construct and operate 
additional antennas in the array.  
 
During the days I enjoyed the oppor-
tunity to hike around the site and 
explore the desert landscape; at 
night I stepped outside from the 
Control Room to admire the beauty 
of the Southern night sky,     espe-
cially the Southern Cross and the 
Magellanic Clouds.   Just as the sea-
sons are opposite here in Chile from 
what I am used to in the United 
States (I enjoyed my February birth-

day this year in the   summer rather than the winter!), 
there are also some objects in the sky visible from the 
Southern Hemisphere that we cannot observe from 
the Northern Hemisphere.   It has been a fun challenge 
to become acquainted with this new view, with Orion 
appearing to do a �ip through the sky, and the center 
of the Milky Way galaxy overhead.   I hope that all Ful-
brighters in Chile this year will have the opportunity to 
enjoy the Southern sky, as well as the many dramatic 
landscapes which make Chile unique.  

 

Adele Plunkett en el observatorio Cerro Tololo  

 

“I hope that all            
Fulbrighters in Chile 
this year will have the 
opportunity to enjoy 
the Southern sky, as 
well as the many dra-
matic landscapes 
which make Chile 
unique”.  


